Jeep voltage regulator

Forum Rules. Recent Threads GC 4. Reader Rides. Thread: Voltage regulator? Voltage
regulator? Hi, my 97 TJ is having an electrical issue. I replaced the battery it was due anyway.
The colt meter doesn't stay at 14 like it should, sometimes drops to 12 or 9 or all the way to 0.
The jeep is still running fine while this happens. I took it to Autozone for testing, the test said
the voltage regulator was bad. The guy said its in the alternator, is this correct and should I just
replace the alternator or is the regulator replaceable by itself? It's best to replace the alternator
itself, most places don't sell rebuild kits for alternators. Sent from my Android using Jeepz. So
the regulator is in the alternator? Re: Voltage regulator? The regulator was a part of alternators
long ago. What issue were you having that you changed the battery for. If you didn't have this
issue before and being you changed the battery I'd be looking at things like ground wire
connections being clean and tight. Especially from the alternator to battery and battery to tub.
Both power and ground both sides. The battery was overdue to be changed 60 month battery
that I bought about 6 years ago the volt meter jumping around was happening before the new
battery. Any idea if flashing the PCM would do any good or not? Join Date Feb Location texas
Posts 5, Join Date Jan Posts I'd say just make sure your connections are solid and clean. Other
than that of its a new battery and your alternator is working fine. Then is time to go computer
shopping Sorry man.. Have not read all the posts, but did you check the volts with a voltmeter?
The stock dial is crap. Mine drops about 2V if I turn on the AC, but if you measure with a digital
voltmeter at the battery, it drops 0. Forum related. Replies: 9 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 7 Last
Post: , PM. Replies: 4 Last Post: , AM. Please Help. By dingus in forum Cherokee, Commander,
Wagoneer and Liberty. Replies: 4 Last Post: , PM. By jprtroy in forum Wrangler and CJ. Join
thousands of other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able to meet
friends, as well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The time now
is PM. Log in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an account yet? Log
in or Sign up. Registration trouble? Please use the "Contact Us" link at the bottom right corner
of the page and your issue will be resolved. Jul 8, Joined: Jan 12, Messages: 1, You cannot
believe the level of off roading you do with a jeep thats alternator dosn't charge the battery. Add
to that, the engine cuts out at intervals. I just got home from off roading for 10 hours. My jeep
stalled out and wouldn't start so I had to ditch it, hide my tools, hike 5 miles in the dark, then
spend 2 and a half hours trying to find it later. Got it home, thought we fixed it, took it back out.
Well, it stalls out but the main problem is once it stalls, you can't start it due to the battery not
charging off the alternator. Any tips on how to get it charging? I think it might be the voltage
regulator since it has 4 wires going to it and one is snipped, but I cannot find the wiring diagram
anywhere. Any one have a good diagram that explains the charging system? Strider , Jul 8,
Joined: May 14, Messages: 8. Had the same problem, most alternators don't put out many amps
at idle and just off idle, and you probably have the 64 amp alternator, so during slow operation
it's probably not putting out amps, and if your running with lights, radio, and maybe spot lights,
your using Fixed it by going to a later model ONE Wire 97 amp model, easy to hook up and
keeps you charged. Jul 9, Joined: Mar 4, Messages: Same problem here on my 74, I found my
wirring diagram in a Haynes repair manual. Chapter I'm in the process now putting a in my jeep
and the motor came out of a full size Cherokee, I noticed it had a one wire set up. So now I have
brackets. Good luck! Joined: May 18, Messages: 2, I just got done getting the externally
regulated system on my '70 working. Which kind of the following 4-wire systems do you have?
Jul 10, Joined: Oct 28, Messages: The 74 alt's are pretty weak. Even mine at idle with no
accessories on at all has the amp light dimly lit. Goes off after a quick rev but kinda lame
anyhow. MA74CJ5 , Jul 10, Joined: Aug 10, Messages: 22, The Motorcraft alternators were
known to pop diodes. With only one-half of the rectifier working, the output will be very weak.
We at the Jeep dealer used to fix them with new diodes, and I expect parts are still available, but
it's probably cheaper today to buy a rebuilt replacement. I couldn't find it anywhere. I have the
one on the top. This should solve my problem. One more question tho, where does the white
wire coming out of the top right of the voltage regulator go? Is that just a ground, considering it
seems to lead nowhere? Or does it go to the battery? Thankyou so much, this should definitly
solve my problem, now I just have to figure out why my jeep stalls all the time, but that it a
different thread altogether. Strider , Jul 10, Joined: Jun 29, Messages: Here is a post I made on
another board. If you want to step up to a great 94 amp alternator That would be the right type to
get and easy to wire A three wire needs excitement so do I to I belive term 2 on the regulator.
This is also the voltage that the regulator works the alt to. JeepTherapy , Jul 10, Okay, here is
from my experiences fixing my ' It is a GM style, but from what I've read the principle operation
is still similar. Kinda lengthy, but I swear this is not rocket science. Hope it helps: 1 I highly
recommend that you get yourself a multimeter that can read DC volts and DC current. I probably
could not have fixed my system without a meter. Once you rev the engine it will start charging,
but not until then. I don't know why this is, but I have read before that there is a purpose for

this. So, while it may be "cheesy", it seems to be normal. I cannot start the vehicle, let it idle,
disconnect the battery, and then turn on the headlights. The engine will shut down. My point
here is that some, but not all, of your symptoms may be normal dead battery indications. The
diagrams I posted were from my Painless wiring kit. Mine is a '70, so I can't say for certain, but
Painless is saying that WHT connected to your starter relay and its purpose was to energize
your alt exciter. This is where my source of frustration began. Make sure there is not a single
light even your AMP warning light , guage, ign coil, radio if it has memory, then disconnect it
entirely that could possibly be drawing juice. If everything is good, you should read zero. If
something is not hooked up correctly, you will be reading some current. If it is anywhere in the
range of 2 to 5 amps, then there is the possibility that your alt exciter is being triggered even
with the batt off. This will kill your batt and possibly cause your alt to malfunction. The objective
here is to get it to be activated by some kind of ign switch triggered wire, and nothing else. You
might have to ask another AMC owner to help you with this part. Then proceed to 6. Put your
meter in VDC mode and measure the batt. You should get somewhere between Turn on the
engine. Measure the voltage at idle. It may bump up a small amount. With your buddy well clear
of moving parts, rev the engine to about RPM and measure the batt. Should be upwards of If it is
over Beyond this, I'm not sure I could be much help since I have only experience with GM 3 wire
and 1 wire systems. If you do go the replacement route, from experience I think the 1 wire
system is over-rated. It is easier to install although you will have to hack and stow some of your
existing wiring , but beyond that there are no benefits. In fact, you are losing some of your
benefits of having an AMP warning gauge. Also, you can get a high performance 3 wire alt for
sometimes half the cost of a 1 wire. Once again, thank you. It died two or three more times on
the way home, which I restarted with a spare battery and jumper cables. Eventually i left the
cables connected to my spare so I wouldn't have to keep getting out everytime it died. Didn't die
any more, plus the headlights and horn started working again. I didn't know if this was a
coincidence or not. Apparently you need a battery connected to keep the jeep from cutting out. I
screwed up, but only because I was under the impression that the way to test and alternator is
to start the vehicle, pull the battery lead and it should run forever if its a good alternator. I am
very excited to realize that my problem was so simple. I need to wait a few days to fix this as I
got very sick from being up over 24 hours getting my jeep out of the woods incombination with
getting soaked with bacteria ridden, stagnent puddles. Thankyou so much, I will let you know
how it went. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? New Posts. Gets your Alternator Charging
when you're in a bind. Note:This is an special needs product and is not a factory replacement of
the alternator voltage regulator inside the vehicles computer. We responded the need to retain
the voltage regulator plug after stories of the plug coming out. These regulators are cooled by a
highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink. Keeping your regulator running cooler, improving
performance and longevity. This is our Most Durable Voltage Regulator. These regulators are
pre-set to Our Fixed Voltage Regulators operate at a steady Has the same heavy-duty amperage
rating as the Adjustable Regulators. Economy Kit. As well as some models of Volkswagen, call
for details. Full Kit Bundle. Do-It-Yourself Kit. Free phone help with purchase. Our unique
exclusive design helps preven theat related failure. Has adjuster on back side not shown. Here
you can find our relay products and replacement components for your External Regulator
Conversion Kits. Then red power and load wires pictured are 12ga. Repair Connector for Denso
and Mitsubishi units. If you have this type plug you will also require a Modified Driver along with
oe of the external regulator kits above. Call to see which Driver you need for your alternator. If
you have this style plug you do not require a modified Driver along with one of the external
regulator kits above. Also, can be used as a wiring harness and external alternator regulator
replacement kit for any and earlier Chrysler Round and Square back alternator with External
Regulator and Dual insulated brushes. Often, especially after installing a high output alternator
with external voltage regulator, the alternator voltage control module in the ECU will fail ,
leaving you with a dead charging system where your external regulator alternator doesn't work ,
or doesn't work the way it should , yet your engine runs fine. Before our external voltage
regulator conversion kit the entire ECU would need replacement. Many have had to replace the
computer several times. ECU repairs in a bind? Great Emergency kit to keep on hand, just in
case you computer stops your alternator from charging. We now provide all you need to get
your Chrysler family vehicle's charging system working or get a Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep
overcharging condition back in control plus you can prevent ECU failure from installing a high
output alternator. ECU repairs and vehicle down time.. For Chrysler and Dodge vehicles after
and Jeep vehicles after Also, this product can be used as a wiring harness and external voltage
regulator replacement kit for any and earlier Chrysler Family vehicle alternator with dual

insulated brushes. Check out the infographic below to see if you need a modified driver to get
our kit working with your Denso type alternator. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade
names used for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages:
Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu. Finned Voltage Regulator Kits and Parts These
regulators are cooled by a highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink. When you're in a bind,
our unique innovation gets your vehicle going! Great emergency kit, get it before you have a
breakdown and you can't get a new computer right away. Dodge Cummons Diesel not charging
or overcharging? Site Map Privacy Policy. Adjustable Voltage Regulator Kits These regulators
are pre-set to W Wiring Harness for Cube Relay with red 12ga power and load wires for low
voltage drop. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Jeep Voltage Regulator. Refine by:. Voltage Regulator
part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Jeep Voltage Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of 19 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: ACC Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 19 results. Jeep Voltage Regulator Models. Jeep
Cherokee Voltage Regulator. Jeep CJ3 Voltage Regulator. Jeep CJ5 Voltage Regulator. Jeep
CJ6 Voltage Regulator. Jeep CJ7 Voltage Regulator. Jeep Comanche Voltage Regulator. Jeep
Commando Voltage Regulator. Jeep Dispatcher Voltage Regulator. Jeep DJ3 Voltage Regulator.
Jeep DJ5 Voltage Regulator. Jeep DJ6 Voltage Regulator. Jeep F Voltage Regulator. Jeep F4
Voltage Regulator. Jeep FA Voltage Regulator. Jeep FC Voltage Regulator. Jeep FJ3 Voltage
Regulator. Jeep Grand Wagoneer Voltage Regulator. Jeep J Voltage Regulator. Jee
fuse box 2007 mazda 6
2001 toyota corolla parts diagram
mercury mariner repair manuals
p J10 Voltage Regulator. Jeep J20 Voltage Regulator. Jeep Jeepster Voltage Regulator. Jeep M
Voltage Regulator. Jeep Scrambler Voltage Regulator. Jeep Truck Voltage Regulator. Jeep
Universal Voltage Regulator. Jeep Universal Truck Voltage Regulator. Jeep Utility Voltage
Regulator. Jeep Utility Wagon Voltage Regulator. Jeep Wagoneer Voltage Regulator. Jeep
Voltage Regulator Customer Reviews. Apr 26, The first one never showed up I ordered, so
reordered. I got it on the old 78 barn find pickup. It well be awhile be for it gets other parts on it
to start to move from a to b in lot! So then well know if the china made voltage regulator works. I
ordered it weeks ago and never showed up, so reordered. A week later I got one , and to day got
my second one ordered! Not that high so well have a spare. Vincent Stewart. Purchased on Apr
10, Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

